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usually are more conveniently resolved into the form of equa-
tion (19).
At extremely high frequencies (2 k —I)/, that is, for very large
values of &, the successive harmonics are so close together that a
very small variation of the line constants causes them to overlap,
and ;as the line constants are not perfectly constant, but may
vary slightly with the voltage, current, etc., it follows that at very
high frequencies the line responds to any frequency, has no definite
frequency of oscillation, but oscillations can exist of any frequency,
provided this frequency is sufficiently high. Thus in long trans-
mission lines, resonance phenomena can occur only with moderate
frequencies, but not with frequencies of hundred thousands or
millions of cycles,
32, The line constants fo, g^ lq, Co are given per unit length,
as per cm,, mile, 1000- feet, etc.
The most convenient unit of length, when dealing with tran-
sients in circuits of distributed capacity, is the velocity unit 0,
That is, choosing as unit of length the distance of propagation
in unit time, or 3 X 1010 cm. in overhead circuits, this gives v •» 1,
and therefore
(39)
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That is, the capacity per unit of length, in velocity measure, is
inversely proportional to the inductance. In this velocity unit of
length, distances will be represented by X.
Using this unit of length, <ro disappears from the equations of
the transient.
This velocity unit of length becomes specially useful if the
transient extends over different circuit sections, of different con-
stants and therefore different wave lengths, as for instance an
overhead line, the underground cable, in which the wave length is
about one-half what it is in the overhead line (/c « 4) and coiled
windings, as the high-potential winding of a transformer, in which
the wave length usually is relatively short. In the velocity
measure of length, the wave length becomes the -same throughout
all these circuit sections, and the investigation is thereby greatly
simplified,

